
Welcome to 6th Grade Math! 
 

Mrs. Brown         Mr. Carwile              Mrs. Rankin 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

This is a challenging course with a focus on problem solving, real world applications, and cooperative learning.  
The SCCCR content standards for math will serve as the framework for this class.  

They are divided into the following key concepts:  
Number System 

Ratios & Proportional Relationships 
Expressions, Equations & Inequalities 

Geometry & Measurement 
 Data Analysis & Statistics 

 
Expectations You will come to class for 55 minutes daily and to enrichment for an additional 40 minutes weekly. 

You are expected to bring your neatly organized binder (preferably 2 in. or larger), loose-leaf notebook paper                 
within the math section of your binder,  sharpened pencils in a pencil pouch, and your charged iPad each day.  

Rules  
1. Be prompt - be on time. 
2. Be prepared - have all necessary supplies/materials. 
3. Be respectful - be considerate of others and their belongings. 
4. Be responsible - show ownership for your actions. 
5. Never give up! 

 
Beginning of Class Enter the class quietly and go straight to your assigned seat and set up your desk shield.  

Your first assignment each day is to begin work on your Loop. I will give this to you as you enter  
the classroom.   The  daily agenda will be written on the board.  

 
During Class  

Out of Seat If you leave your seat, you must put on your mask if it wasn’t on already. You may sharpen your  
pencil only when I am not teaching. You should have an extra pencil on hand in case your                  

pencil  
breaks during instruction.  You may not get up while I am instructing to throw something away.  

 
Questions I love answering your questions and hearing your input only if you are not interrupting  

classmates or me.  Please speak only when you have the attention of the class. 
I prefer you to stand and address the class when answering questions, discussing topics,  
or asking questions. 

 
Talking You may not talk during direct instruction.  If I am talking or a peer is talking, then you  

should be listening.  Talking is not allowed during independent work, quizzes, or tests. 
 
Drinks You may drink water at any time during class. Gum is not allowed in class. 
 
Restroom If you must go during class, give me the sign and  if I sign back, you may go.  

 
End of Class Clean up is a MUST! The floor around your desk should be clean and free from debris. 

Any materials should be returned to the correct spot. Remember to take your shield with you to  
your next class.  I will dismiss you only when your area is clean.  

 
Loop- Monday through Thursday, you will have 1-2 questions for bellwork. You will have 5-6 minutes to solve them. You are                     
expected to WORK! Even if you aren’t sure about how to solve the problem, you must attempt to solve the problem with                      
strategies and show your work. Not attempting Loop problems or showing work, will result in returning to me for lunch                    
detention. After we go over Loop, you will place the complete Loop in a sheet protector within your binder. On Fridays, you will                       
have a Loop quiz that covers Monday-Thursday’s questions. This quiz will be graded as a minor assessment. 
 
Enrichment- This is a 40 minute math class  in addition to your regular math class.  
 
Math Maniacs- Math Maniacs will be provided with each unit.  All Math Maniacs will stay in a single sheet protector in the math  



              section of  your binder.  
 
Assignments/Quizzes/Tests- Quizzes and tests will always be announced so that you may prepare for them. They will be                  
turned in individually and brought directly to me. If an assignment is to be submitted electronically, I will give specific                    
instructions during that time.  
 
Grading Scale-  A 90-100 *Quizzes are minor assessments and 50% of your grade. 

 B 80-89 *Tests are major assessments and 50% of your grade.  
 C 70-79 
 D 60-69 
 F   0-59 

 
2nd Chance/Test Corrections- Second chance opportunities will be available on Wednesdays after school. This is required for                 
any student scoring below 60. Students who score 60 or higher have the option to retake a test for second chance.  
 
Palmetto 6th Grade Math Instagram- Parents and students can search “palmetto6thgrademath” to follow the account. There,                 
you will sometimes find reminders and tips about what we’re learning. 
 
Technology- You will be using your iPad for various things such as notes, assignments, projects, games, tests, etc. I will provide                     
specific instructions as to when you are and are not allowed to be on the iPad. It is important that you do not abuse the privilege                          
of the iPad because there will be consequences for inappropriate use. Please remember to bring your iPad to class daily - charged                      
and ready to use.  I will give you the code to join Google Classroom.  Notes, assignments, etc. will be found there.  
 
Use of Classroom Materials-I have various materials that I allow you to use in class. Please be respectful of our classroom, use                      
them carefully, and return them to the proper place. However, Covid-19 has changed the way we will use materials in class. If we                       
ever use math manipulatives, please only use the materials I have individually cleaned and prepared for you. Do not share any                     
materials with your classmates. 
 
Rewards- You can earn group rewards and/or individual rewards. These are just bonuses … you should not work for rewards.                    
You should work hard because it is the right thing to do!  Can I get an amen? 
 
While You Were Out- It is your responsibility to make up work within 10 days of your absence. You will need to check Google                        
Classroom for missing notes/assignments. It is updated daily. Of course, you can always email with any questions you have and                    
talk to me. Tests will need to be made up during Enrichment time, before or after school (arrangements depending on the                     
teacher), or during second chance time on Wednesdays. 
 
Quality of Work- I will give you 100% effort in math class, so it is expected that you give me 100% effort. This means paying                         
attention, participating, working cooperatively, thinking critically, problem solving, and persevering. Math is challenging, and we               
will work hard everyday! 

 
Consequences - Our classroom is built on mutual respect. If a consequence is needed, I will address it per situation with                     
the individual student. If you are not following procedures in class, I will simply point for you to write your name on the                       
board. That serves as a warning to you and a reminder to me. If I have to address the situation again after your name is                         
already on the board, then I will write demerits and conference with you in private.  
 

Please sign up for our grade level REMIND 101 
Messages will be sent regularly about school-wide announcements, assignments, quizzes,  tests, etc.  

Last Names A-K 
Text @pmms6a-k to 81010  

Last Names L-Z 
Text @pmms6l-z to 81010 

 
 
Parent/Guardian Signature _________________________________________ Student Signature  _____________________________________________ 
 
 

     Mrs. Brown           Mr. Carwile              Mrs. Rankin 
 

                                               brownl2@apps.anderson1.org             carwilew@apps.anderson1.org      rankinc@apps.anderson1.org  

                                                              that’s a lowercase L 
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